Over the next five years, our school aims to evolve from simple business school to “School for Business for Society.” We wish to foster an inspiring and vibrant environment that encourages internationally recognized learning, teaching, sharing and collaboration.

Our identity is founded on expertise in the Management of Technology, Innovation and Entrepreneurship. In combination with strategic partnerships, this expertise is a springboard that will enable us to become one of the most influential business schools worldwide.

By inspiring the worlds of education and research in management sciences, we are committed to making a difference both locally and globally. Through our impact on the business world, we strive to advance society and improve the well-being of mankind.

Loïck Roche
Dean and Director
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A global presence & a focus on geopolitics
With three campuses in France (two in Grenoble and one in Paris), eight international training sites (London, Berlin, Singapore, Shanghai, Moscow, Tbilisi, Casablanca and Los Angeles) and six international offices, GEM is a global actor in management education.
- 40 active alumni communities worldwide
- 125 academic partner institutions and 3,300 international students
Geopolitics is a cornerstone of the school’s strategy and education programs.

Grenoble: a hub for science, innovation and technology
According to Forbes, Grenoble is the fifth most innovative city in the world and a capital of science and technology. Its internationally recognized ecosystem fosters innovation by uniting research, higher education, startups and major corporations.
Ranked as the best town in France to study (L’Etudiant), Grenoble is home to 68,000 students that take advantage of a superb environment in the heart of the Alps.

GIANT & Management / Technology / Innovation
GEM is a world reference in terms of the Management of Technology, Innovation and Entrepreneurship—a field in which the school creates knowledge, participates in academic debate and encourages scientific progress.
As a result, the school is the unique business school on the GIANT Innovation Campus, which unites higher education (Grenoble INP, Université Grenoble Alpes and GEM), research (CEA and CNRS) and cutting-edge European laboratories (ESRF, ILL and EMBL).

GEM Learning Model & the school of the future
Thanks to its expertise in the Management of Technology, Innovation and Entrepreneurship, Grenoble Ecole de Management has become a European laboratory for innovative pedagogy.
The school has developed the GEM Learning Model as a showcase for the school of the future.
Its ambition is to train managers to be inspiring, innovative, socially interactive leaders and entrepreneurs.
Discover an education program based on experimentation, emotional intelligence, multidisciplinarity, a wide diversity of learning experiences and profiles, integrated projects, serious games, and business cases.

International faculty and research teams
- 700 teachers, including 200 full-time professors
- More than 500 guest lecturers (professionals and industry experts)
- Intensive research with 300 doctoral students, and 12 chairs and institutes
- Over 400 publications, reports and case studies per year

Three strategic ambitions
- To be recognized for excellence and expertise in the Management of Technology, Innovation and Entrepreneurship
- To provide inspiration for stakeholders and help them overcome obstacles
- To be a European leader of innovative education for management sciences and related fields